WITH the completion of the sequence draft of the human genome and the genomes of other species (more to be sequenced during this century) the task is now to be able to process this vast amount of ever growing dynamic information and to create intelligent systems for prediction and knowledge discovery at different levels of life, from cells to whole organism and species.
extracting knowledge, is a major goal for the scientific area of Bioinformatics. Bioinformatics is concerned with the applicafion and the development of the mefhods of information sciences for the analysis, modelling and knowledge discovery of biological processes in living organisms.
The whole process of the expression of genes and the production of proteins, and back to the genes, evolves over time. Proteins have 3D strnctures that evolve over time governed by physical and chemical laws. Proteins make some genes to express and may suppress the expression of other genes. The genes in an individual may mutate, change slightly their code, and may therefore express differently at a next time. So, genes may change, may evolve in the life time of an organism.
In the evolutionary processes (evolution) genes are slowly modified through many generations of populations of individuals and selection processes (e.g. natural selection).
E v o~u~~o M~~ processes imply the development of a sequence of generations of populations of individuals where crossover, mutation, selection of individuals, fitness (survival) criteria are applied in addition to the developmental (learning) processes of each individual.
The more new information is made available about DNA, gene expression, protein creation, metabolic pathways, etc., the more accurate their information models will become. They should adapt to the new information in a continuous way. The process of biological knowledge discoveq is also evolving in terms of data and information being created continuously.
A biological system evolves its structure and functionality through both, life-long learning of ' an individual, and evolution of populations of many such individuals, i.e. an individual is part of a population and is a result of evolution of many generations of populations, as well as a result of its own developmental, life-long learuing process.
The whole human genome is evolving as a process of development and modification over time. Named genes are same in millions of individuals but they may be expressed differently -in different individuals, and within an individual -in difierent cells of their body. The expression of these genes is a dynamic process depending not only on the types of the genes, but on the interaction of the individual with the environment as well (the Nurture versus Nature issue).
Many challenging problem in Bioinformatics need to be addressed and new knowledge about them revealed, to name only some of them [l-4,9 
~91).

Fig. 1. A classification diagram of machine learning techniques
But for the process of knowledge discovery, having a "black box" learning machine is not sufficient. A learning system should also facilitate extracting useful information from data for the sake of a better understanding and learning of new knowledge. A KE system can be trained on promoter regions data and used to discover a new promoter sequence in either the same species or new ones [13] .
A gene sequence in an RNA consists of two main partsexons (the sections that are translated into proteins) and introns (sections that do not translate into proteins). Finding the boundaries between the two sections from an RNA sequence may help to predict what proteins and how much of them will be produced later in the cell.
In [9] an EfuNN is trained on sequence data that represent boundaries between introns and exons and then the system was used to not only predict these boundaries to 30,000 genes in RNA sequences that is indicative of how much protein will be produced by each of these genes in the cell. The goal of the microarmy gene expression data analysis is to identify a gene or a group of genes that are differently expressed in one state of the cell or a tissue (e.g. cancer) versus another state (normal). Generally, it is difficult to fmd consistent pattern of gene expression for a class of tissues.
In many research papers the machine learning approach was used to obtain a classifier or a predictor model based on gene expression data [14-181. A KE approach to this problem was proposed in [9, 18] . Microarray data was used to evolve an EFuNN with inputs being the expression level of a certain number of selected genes (e.g.lOO) 'and the outputs being the classes (e.g. cancer and normal). After an EFuNN is trained on examples, each taken from a tissue sample, rules were extracted from the EFuNN that represent disease vs normal tissue profiles (fig.4) . The model was trained and tested with the leave-one-out method on the 58 data samples. 90% prognostic accuracy (88% class cured and 92% class fatal) was achieved (compared with the 75% accuracy achieved in [14]). In additioq rules that represent the gene profile of the survival versus the fatal group of patients were extracted; one of them is shown below:
Rule: IF GI is (2: 0.8) and G2 is( 2: 0.8) and X3 is ( I : 0.9) and G4 is( I : 0.9) and GS is( 3: 0.9) and G6 is( I : 0.9) andG8 is( I : 0.9) and G9 is (1: 0.9) and GI0 is (3: 0.9)ai1dGll is(1: 0.8) THEN Class is Fold, where: GI, ..., G11 are the selected 11 genes; 1, 2 and 3 denote Small, Medium, and Large expression value respectively, and the numbers after these values represent the fuzzy membership degrees.
A specialized gene expression profding software t h a t iniplements the KE approach called SIFTWARE, has been developed (www.oebhlz.co). 
VI. A KE APPROACH TO GENE REGULATORY NETWORKS MODELLING AND DISCOVERY
In a living cell genes interact in a complex. dynamic way and this interaction is crucial for the cell behaviour. This interaction can be represented in an approximate way as a gene regulatory network ( The primary structure of a protein can be derived from the RNA code. The prediction of the secondcay structure from the priinaty one has been investigated in many publications. In [9] an EfuNN was used not only to evolve a protein structure prediction model, but to extract rules that are behind these structures.
WII. INTEGRATING BIOINFORMATICS AND BRAIN STUDY -
TOWARDS COblFUTArlONAL NEURCGENETIC MODELLING GRN are iiiipoltant for the processes in living cells including neurons. Some genes and proteins relate directly to the activity of the neurons and thus -to the behavior of the whole ensemble of neural networks. The integration of neural networks and gene networks in computational models that are biologically plausible and thus applicable to model brain functions and diseases is called conipufalioiial neurogenetic modeling and constitutes a new disciplinc that brings tlie areas of molecular biology, brain science, and computer science together.
1x. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The problems in Bioinfomiatics are too complex to be adequately modelled with the use of the current methods of ML and KE. New methods are needed in the future for: the integlation of biological data -both molecular and clinical; for a personalised drug design and personalised medicine; for building embedded KE systems and implementing them into biological environments; for drug design; for computational neurogenetc modelling; and for the solution of many other challenging problems in Bioinfonnatics.
